An investigation of the three dimensional coupled Thermo/Hydro/Mechanical behaviour of a 27 prototype repository in fractured granitic rock is presented. The pre-placement behaviour of 28 the repository is first considered, making use of a full three-dimensional simulation of the 29
In this paper, the previous approaches are extended to encompass large-scale three 163 dimensional simulations, undertaken to represent the overall behaviour of the prototype 164 repository. For reasons of conciseness and space limitations, only selected results are 165 presented here, with the data presented designed to give an overview of the results achieved. 166
The THM model utilised in this work, COMPASS, has previously been presented in detail 167 (e.g. He, 1997, 1998) of the governing equations is achieved via the finite-element method for spatial discretisation 176 and the finite-difference method for temporal discretisation. A parallel Bi-Conjugate 177 8 (Thomas et al., 2003) at Atomic Energy of Canada's underground laboratory) and integrate 187 all aspects of the multi-barrier repository system including realistic setting within a real rock 188 mass at realistic depth. Consequently the experiment exhibits three-dimensional behaviour. 189
In addition, the timescale that the project is designed for, up to 20 years, is unique and may 190 yield important information regarding time-dependent behaviour. Importantly the experiment 191 is situated in fractured rock that exhibits anisotropic flow phenomena. This rock mass has 192 been characterised via boreholes and hydraulic tests. The PRP is well described by both aspect is beyond the scope of the work. The fact that some deterministic features have been 245 identified does not, by default, suggest that the remainder of the rock mass is not fractured, 246 but only that during the tests, significant identifiable preferential flow directions have not 247 been recognised in those regions. The sampling process uses a discrete number of boreholes 248 to identify these features and as such, some features are likely to be missed, but those of 249 reasonable size and proximity to the tunnels are likely to have been identified. 250
251
Area 2, highlighted on the tunnel fracture map, figure 4, shows a region with a well defined 252 fracture which is hydraulically active and coincides with the intersection between the tunnel 253 and the proposed South major fracture. However, Area 1, highlighting a large water flow 254 into the tunnel and another well defined fracture, via surface fracture mapping, does not 255 coincide with any deterministic feature proposed by Rhén and Forsmark (2001) , although is 256 close to the South major fracture and it is possible that it may have some interaction. An 257 additional feature of hydraulic conductivity is proposed to allow the impact of increased 258 permeability in this region to be assessed, for convenience named Region 1. has been chosen to extend approximately 50m away from the repository in all directions, to 287 ensure the effective deployment of the boundary conditions. To check that this is achieved 288 the hydraulic flux has been monitored at the domain edge. In addition, a single analysis has 289 been undertaken with a domain 100m away from the repository in all directions with only 290 negligible differences in any results (less than 1%); this has not been presented in this paper. 291
The total domain size is therefore 100 × 100 × 160m with the 160m dimension being along 292 the length of the tunnel. Linear tetrahedral elements have been used, allowing for irregular 293 shapes and enabling areas of complex geometry and great spatial variation of results to be 294 modelled with a fine mesh resolution, while areas which are expected to have little variation 295 of results and less complex geometry can have a significantly coarser mesh resolution. When 296 discretised the model has 484,954 tetrahedral elements and 86,414 nodes for the pre-297 placement conditions and 920,983 elements with 163,240 nodes for the post-placement, this 298 mesh has been checked for spatial convergence. 299
Material parameters 300
Material parameters and material behaviour relationships are summarised in table 2. As 301 noted by Chen and Ledesma (2009), gas pressures are likely to be small as temperatures are 302 not anticipated to be higher than 80 °C so advective gas transport is neglected. Where gas or 303 pore-air pressures are required in the formulation a constant of atmospheric pressure is used. 304
The host rock 305
The host rock is a complex fractured material made up from, in the main, Äspö Diorite. The rock is considered to be saturated throughout the pre-emplacement stage therefore no 315 variation with degree-of-saturation is required. The values of hydraulic conductivity for the 316 'intact rock' were found, via experimentation, to have a wide range and were spatially 317 variable. The range of values was found to be from 10 -5 to 10 -13 m/s. It has been conjectured 318 that the conductivity will be anisotropic due to geological processes (Rhén and Forsmark, 319 13 range of possible hydraulic conductivities, e.g. Rhén et al. (1997) . A conductivity, at the 322 lower end of the mid-range of experimentally determined conductivities, of 5x10 -12 m/s will 323 be used and the more significant deterministic hydraulic features included explicitly. absence of other data, thermal behaviour will be assumed to be similar to that of the MX-80 384 bentonite buffer material. 385
Backfill 386
The backfill material is a mixture of crushed rock from the tunnel excavation (70%) and 387 bentonite (30%) and is installed in compacted layers (Johannesson et al., 2007) . The 388 bentonite is a converted sodium bentonite originating from Milos, Greece. The water content 389 at installation was 12% and a porosity of 0.363 was determined consistent with the dry-390 density of 1. 
Post-Placement Simulations 472

Boundary conditions and initial condition 473
On the outer boundaries the temperature is fixed at the initial value, the pore-water pressure is 474 fixed at hydrostatic pore-water pressure with the exception of the far boundary which thedeformation domain is fixed normal to the boundary at the outer edge. At the boundary of 477 the canister/buffer interface, a zero moisture flux condition was applied with deformation 478 normal to the canister surface restrained. A heat flux was applied on the surface of the 479 canister based upon the total energy provided to the heater. Initially the temperature is set to 480 289K throughout the domain, based upon initial experimental evidence. The stress conditions 481 in the rock mass as recorded and resolved in coordinates orthogonal to the repository are: 482 22.9 17.8 24.5 4.5 6.7 23.5 
where x is along the tunnel length, y is vertical and z is perpendicular to both x and y. is approximately only 12% of the experimental value, however it is significantly higher than 504 that simulated for DHs 2-6 showing a trend that is in agreement with the experimental results. 505
Simulation of the inflow into DH-1 could be quantitatively improved by altering the 506 hydraulic conductivities in the model, however such a modification would require a priori 507 knowledge of the inflows; also this does not guarantee that this is the correct mechanism. For 508 example, the same result could also be achieved by increasing the size of the closest fracture; 509 therefore the parameters derived from experimental data have continued to be used. presented in figures 6, 7 and 9-12, when the thermal and hydraulic gradients are at their 518 greatest, due to the greatest heat output from the canisters and the initially unsaturated state of 519 the bentonite. In this time the peak temperature is likely to be found, as the heat output is the 520 greatest, and therefore the moisture regime will be greatly influenced by the heat distribution. with the hydraulic behaviour, that is, where significant hydration has occurred stresses due to 545 swelling have occurred. The increase in stresses noted after approximately 2,000 days is due 546 to the increase in saturation shown by the model at this point, which is driven by a reduction 547 in heat output from the canisters. 548 549
Figures 9-11 present contour plots at vertical cross-sections through the centre-line of the 550 tunnel for the temperature, pore-water pressure and displacement. Figure 9 shows the 551 thermal interaction between the DHs and shows the transient thermal behaviour as well as a 552 power failure in DH-2. It can be seen in figure 10 that the backfill largely saturates over the 553 first 2,500 days, which is in agreement with the experimental results (Goudarzi and 554 Johannesson, 2007) . The backfill behaves as a relatively large water sink in this period. It 555 can also be seen that the resaturation behaviour in DH-1 is local to the fracture and that at the 556 top and the bottom of the buffer the qualitative trend is similar to that of DH-3, as exhibited 557 experimentally. In figure 11 the displacement results indicate that the swelling in the 558 compacted buffer will cause lateral movement towards the pellets, as expected, and also a 559 displacement towards the tunnel into the backfill material. This displacement, however, does 560 not cause the buffer material to penetrate the tunnel. Figure 12 shows a pore-water pressure 561 contour-plot on a horizontal cross-section through the tunnel, highlighting the impact of the 562 major fractures on the pore-pressure surrounding the tunnel. 563 564
Discussion 565
The model results illustrate that the early stage (e.g. 5 years) the thermo-hydro-mechanical 566 behaviour can be well reproduced. This gives confidence that such models can be utilised in 567 safety assessment. Longer term behaviour, such as extrapolation to hundreds of years is less 568 certain. Therefore long-term experimentation remains extremely valuable. It is noted that 569 the model relies on accurate and detailed geological characterisation and that the accurate 570 performance of the system cannot be modelled using two-dimensional or averaged material 571 parameters. A model such as this could be further utilised to give a proportion of behaviour, 572 in terms of, for example, the number of deposition-holes having a certain 573 saturation/temperature/stress, which may therefore give an indication of system performance 574 in terms of reliability. 575
Such an early stage (pre-saturation) model is useful as it is during this time that heat output is 576 highest, and also thermal conductivity is the lowest, therefore design limits based on 577 temperature will require such models, so as not to be overly conservative. Furthermore the 578 recent development of THM models to include consideration of chemical species (e.g. Cleallconditions close to the canister (Thomas et al., 2012; Cleall et al., 2013; Masum et al., 2013 ) 581 and the potential for enhanced corrosion and gas production highlights the need for 582 confidence in the correct representation of moisture and gas movement in the short-term near 583 field behaviour of repository systems. It is noted that the model requires a large number of 584 material parameters to be determined. However, a large proportion are for the expansive 585 clay, which is part of the engineered barrier. This means that material variability is able to be 586 controlled and is likely to be low, therefore these do not pose an undue burden on the 587 operator of such a programme. The parameters for the rock are significantly fewer with the 588 permeability being one of the most variable and also influential, as it is from here that water 589 is supplied to the buffer/backfill material. Gens, A., Garcia-Molina, A.J., Olivella, S., Alonso, E.E., and Huertas, F., (1998) "Analysis 656 of a full scale in situ test simulating repository conditions", International Journal for 
